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Score for Fit with
Complex Selling
Job Role

David Wilson’s predicted behavioral fit with the traits found to be associated with
successful performance in Complex Selling is:

P

Optimal behavior fit based on the sales, service or leadership dimensions
of this job role. This candidate has a good chance of becoming a top sales
producer in this job role.




Good behavioral fit for the sales, service or leadership dimensions of this job

Assessment
Findings

role with reservations based primarily on deficiencies that are easily “coachable.”

Good behavioral fit for the sales, service or leadership dimensions of this
job role with reservations based primarily on deficiencies that are not easily
“coachable”. For example, if the candidate is a supervisor who will do a lot of
selling, the deficiency may be a low score for the selling role that the candidate will be engaged in.



Unlikely to optimize performance in this job role, but scores well on behavioral fit for one or more other sales, service or leadership roles.



U
nlikely to optimize performance in any of the seven job roles assessed

based on behavioral fit with the sales, service or leadership dimensions of
these roles.
*Note: This assessment should never be used as the sole basis of evaluation for selection or rejection of a candidate for a specific position. Interview guides should be forwarded to designated interviewers prior to their interviews, but assessment scores should NOT be forwarded until interviews
have been completed to prevent interviewer bias. A candidate may succeed in a job role despite the job fit being an optimum fit for his or her strengths,
or may fail to achieve optimum performance because of the unusual nature of the work environment or of other personality, motivation, work experience, or character issues not assessed by this instrument. Use the OPP instrument as a tool to help you screen out clearly unqualified candidates, and
use our behavioral interview process to help you evaluate final candidates and make your hiring decision.
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Complex
Selling
SAMPLE JOB TITLES:

• Commercial Loan Officer
• Trust Employee Benefits
Officer
• Wealth Management Advisor
• Private Banker
• Cash Management Officer
• International Banking Officer
• Correspondent Banker

This job role requires closing large, complex or technical sales over a long selling
cycle, analyzing prospect problems and product applications to propose customized
solutions, networking socially for new business, and retaining and developing
customer relationships over time.
Employees in this job role are required to display competence at preparing sales
game plans for specific prospects, at building consensus among multiple buying
influencers, at networking to build a prospect pipeline, at managing pipeline
follow-up through a long selling-cycle, and at writing and making persuasive group
presentations.
Scores for this role are strongly influenced by HIGH SCORES on the following
behavior traits:
• Self-control
• Social Confidence
• Organization
• Energy
• Empathy
Scores for this role are strongly influenced by
LOW SCORES on the following behavior traits:
• Drive to Persuade
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Success in the long cycle complex selling role typically associated with technical or advisory products requires self-control, empathy, organization, problem-solving skills and
the social ability to network and build relationships over time.

Capsule
Summary
of Findings

David Wilson seems likely to succeed in this role based on the candidate’s scores for the
key behavioral competencies required for this role:
Our only reservations are based on easily coachable deficiencies in:
• developing sales strategies and action plans
• organizing sales time and customer management activity
David Wilson’s behavior style in the job role is likely to be driving, goal-focused, candid
and dominant with moderate versatility in adapting to the behavior of others. This means
the candidate is likely to be very focused on short term goal achievement, but may need
some coaching on how to demonstrate more empathy, patience and teamwork.
David Wilson also seems to currently have the behavioral competencies that support
eventual promotion to a supervisory role.

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Possible Skill
Development
Needs if Selected

Recommended
Approach to
Coaching This
Candidate if
Selected

Potential
Fatal Flaws

Overall, David Wilson seems to be a strong learner who will respond well to training
and coaching. With regard to skill development, David Wilson may need training in
how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

develop sales plans and strategy
ask assertively for profiling information and next step advances
change strategy or presentation to fit the person or the circumstances
make group presentations
write persuasively
listen patiently for customer reactions and emerging opportunities
manage sales time

In terms of day to day coaching, you will probably need to provide David Wilson
with:
• close supervision of prospect selection and time management
• frequent encouragement to sustain optimism and motivation
• recognition and promotion opportunities
• a cooperative team work environment without direct competition with others
• access to peer coaching for development of strategy
•	reassurance to handle a frank and volatile work environment
•	specific goals to channel the candidate’s expected extraordinary commitment to
goal achievement
•	coaching on how to visibly project energy and
enthusiasm

The only aspects of behavior we identified
that could potentially sabotage David
Wilson’s success in this job role if not
addressed through coaching are:
• Pessimism
•	Discomfort with Selling

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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This section reports how David Wilson scored on the competencies found to be most
related to success in each of seven job roles compared to all candidates assessed nationally
who were currently employed in that job role.

Fit By
Job Role

The relative importance of various competencies to success, the set of behavior traits that
make up each of these competencies, and the impact of various behavior traits on scoring
differ by job role. Despite these differences, it’s possible that a candidate who has superior
social skills may demonstrate optimum behavioral fit with more than one job role.
While this candidate is primarily being assessed for the Complex Selling role, these scores
can be used to determine the candidate’s “fit” with the requirements of all five job roles.
The two key questions that these scores answer are, “Is the candidate likely to succeed
in the role for which he or she is being assessed?” and “Which job role best optimizes this
candidate’s strengths?”
This analysis can be particularly helpful in evaluating a candidate’s potential for upward
mobility to a higher level sales or supervisory position, or in evaluating a candidate’s
potential fit for a different position in the event that he or she is not selected for the job
role for which he or she was originally tested. If you’re evaluating a candidate for a sales
supervision role that will involve a lot of personal selling, you should also consider the
candidate’s score for the type of selling that he or she will be engaged in.

Job Fit Ranking

92

Complex Selling

83

Sales Supervision

73

Consultative Selling

55

Service

26

Competitive Selling
©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Potential Fit for Other Job Roles

73

83

Sales Supervision

Consultative Selling

Job primarily requires direct supervision and coaching of sales
and service personnel and/or their supervisors, and typically requires some selling. In senior level positions the job also requires
sales planning.

Job requires completing sales and service transactions, advising
customers on product selection or use, closing first sales quickly, making add-on or follow-up sales, and managing selected
customer relationships in primarily in-store, customer-initiated
conversations. In blended sales and service positions the job may
also include proactive outreach to approach and engage in-store
customers to create sales opportunities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample Job titles
Business Unit Manager
Regional Manager
Branch or Store Manager
Sales Manager
Assistant Branch Manager
Operations Supervisor
Contact Center Supervisor

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample Job titles
Member Service Advisor/Personal Banker
Universal Service Representative/Universal Banker
Contact Center Rep (In-bound service)
Consumer Loan Officer
Internal Mortgage Originator
Insurance Consultant
In-Store Sales Advisor
Trust Administrator

55

26

Service

Competitive Selling

Job requires servicing customer transactions and maintaining
friendly customer relations, and may require conducting some referral or suggestive selling.

Job requires continuous prospecting, competing for sales persistently despite high rejection rates, conducting minimal after-sale servicing, and closing competitive sales in one or two interviews using emotional pressure.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample Job titles
Teller
Receptionist/Greeter
Contact Center Rep (In-bound service)
Loan Processor
Retail Sales Clerk
Sales Assistant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample Job titles
Investment Officer
Business Development Officer
Small Business Banking Officer
External Mortgage Originator
Wholesale Mortgage Lender
Contact Center Rep (Outbound Sales)
Merchant Services Rep
Real Estate Listing Agent
Commissioned Insurance Broker
©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Behavior Profile
for Primary Job Role

Self-Management

(How the candidate manages his/her thoughts and feelings)
1

This section reports how David Wilson scores
on various behavior traits as shown by the
large red bars, and how each score compares to
the typical scoring range of top performers in
the primary job role. These scores can be used
to select topics to pursue in more detail in your
interviews with David Wilson.

Social Confidence

The smaller blue bars show the ideal scoring
range for each trait for the Complex Selling
role based on the typical scoring range of high
performing employees in this job role.

Conscientiousness

The ideal scoring range for any single behavior trait may be high or low depending on the
behavior required for the job role and on the
ideal interaction among that trait and others.

Feeling capable and confident in
social situations

Resilience

Sustaining effort in the face of adversity and bouncing back from setbacks

Taking responsibility for reliable
performance in completing tasks

Stability

Absence of excessive anxiety, worry,
and stress

Detail Ability

Capacity for working accurately with
detail and step by step work processes

Tactical Planning

Capacity for preparing strategies and
action plans

Risk Taking

Willingness to take calculated risks

Decisiveness

Willingness to make a decision and
assume a firm position in negotiations with others

Organization

Drive to organize work and time

Adaptability

Flexibility in adapting to changing
situations

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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9
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Motivation

(How the candidate energizes his or her behavior in pursuit of goals)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Achievement Drive

Drive to exceed goals or an internal
standard of achievement and to
improve performance

Optimism

Maintaining a positive outlook about
the future and explaining life events
in terms of having personal cause
and effect control over the outcome of
these events

Competitiveness

Drive to outperform others and to be
recognized as the best

Initiative

Readiness to take proactive action to
influence events or to achieve goals

Social Leadership

Drive to take charge in social situations and to lead conversations

Energy

Stamina to work fast consistently at a
high level of energy while maintaining concentration

Developing Others
Drive to coach and develop others

Drive to Persuade

Drive to influence others and enjoyment of the process of persuasion

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Guidance

(How the candidate steers his or her behavior)
1

Empathy

Capacity to understand situations
from others’ points of view and to
display visible concern for others

Self-Sacrifice

Willingness to inconvenience oneself
to help others

Originality

Willingness to seek new and creative
ways to do things

Creative Quick
Thinking

Capacity to think quickly on your
feet and to respond effectively

Learning

Drive and willingness to learn and to
accept feedback and coaching

Patient Listening

Capacity for self control in listening
to others without talking too much

Problem Solving

Ability to work with complex ideas
and to identify cause and effect
relationships

Situational
Awareness

Capacity for correctly recognizing
verbal and nonverbal cues and for
selecting the right response

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Social Skill

(How the candidate communicates with others)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Persuasiveness

Capacity using a variety of persuasive behavior effectively in social
interactions

Sociability

Seeks and enjoys social contact and
makes an effort to build rapport with
others

Assertiveness

Willingness to ask for what you want,
to say no, and to express yourself
directly and honestly

Versatility

Willingness to shift your usual behavior to fit the needs of the circumstances and the preferences of others

Warmth

Capacity for projecting friendliness
and warmth that builds trust in
others

Energizing
Enthusiasm

Capacity for displaying excitement
and for energizing others

Collaboration

Willingness to work collaboratively
with others

Proactive Social
Behavior

Capacity to engage in proactive
social behavior without experiencing
excessive discomfort

Emotional Pressure

Willingness to apply emotional pressure when needed in social situations

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Optimum Performance ProfileSM Sales Predictor

Interview Guide

Assessment Profile:
Person Assessed:
David Wilson
Position:
Commercial Lender
Primary Role:
Complex Selling
Job Requirements:
Job requires closing large, complex or
technical sales over a long selling cycle, analyzing prospect problems and
product applications to propose customized solutions, networking socially for new business, and retaining and
developing customer relationships
over time.
Job Role Score:

Ask Only Job
Related Questions,
and Treat All
Candidates the
Same

92

This section provides suggested questions to ask in your interviews to further assess
David Wilson’s fit for the primary job role for which the candidate is being assessed.
Please assign two different questions in each section to three different interviewers,
and allow at least 50 minutes for each interview.
The questions shown in this guide are based on the specific sales, service and leadership requirements of the position. The questions are predetermined for you so you
have minimal prep time and you can focus entirely on evaluating each candidate’s responses during your interviews.
To assure fair and equal assessment of all candidates, these questions, should be asked
of all candidates. Candidate responses should be compared to the job standard, not to
responses of other candidates.
Ask follow-up questions to obtain specific examples of how and why the candidate did
things the way they were done. the outcome of the candidate’s behavior, and how the
candidate’s prior experience or behavior can be applied to meeting the performance
requirements of this position. If a candidate has never been in a situation that you ask
about, ask the candidate to describe what his or her behavior was or would be in a
similar situation.

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Enter the current SMART performance objectives for the position on the Interview
Guide.

Be Prepared

 etermine if you are the first, second or third interviewer. The first interviewer will
D
ask questions 1 and 2 for each factor; the second interviewer will ask questions 3
and 4; and the third interviewer will ask questions 5 and 6. Similarly, in the work
sample section, the first interviewer will ask question 1, the second interviewer will
ask question 2, and the third interviewer will ask question 3.
 lways ask at least one question for each scorecard category. Ask your first
A
question for each category and then repeat the sequence by asking your second
question for each category.
Always have with you the candidate’s resume and application and our job description for the position. Make notes on specific issues you’d like to pursue in follow-up
to our structured questions based on potential weaknesses identified by the OPP
assessment or by your review of the candidate’s resume.
Be sure that your notes are confined to facts, stories and examples as described in
the candidate’s own words. Do not make notes of your interpretation of the candidate’s remarks or of your general impressions.

Provide a
Realistic
Job Preview

Be a Buyer, Not a
Seller, but Explain
the Benefits of the
Position

Begin by reviewing with the candidate the current performance goals and minimum
standards for this position. The Interview Guide will direct you to ask the candidate
to give specific examples of the results he achieved in similar situations. Past performance in a comparable situation is a strong predictor of future performance.
Also review the behavioral demands of the position and the work environment as
shown below so the candidate can make a realistic assessment of his fit with the
position, and can prepare psychologically for any possible negative attributes of the
position.
•
•
•
•
•

Responsibilities include considerable after-sale service and retention
This position requires substantial networking or client entertainment
Sales are typically accomplished in 5 or more interviews or take 3 months or longer
This position requires a lot of analysis and detail work
This position requires high levels of stamina and energy

In general, think of yourself as a buyer rather than as a seller during your interviews
so you focus on making an objective evaluation of each candidate for the position
and so you create a mindset that the candidate is applying for an elite and selective
sales team. However, in conducting an initial screening interview, or in making a
final offer, you should sell the candidate on the career potential and personal benefits
of the position.
To interest David Wilson in interviewing for this position, emphasize those desired
job benefits below that David Wilson identified as important to him in his OPP
assessment:
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities for learning and further skill development to boost your career
Stable, secure position with guaranteed income
Good CRM technology and lead generation support
Prestige of helping large, respected customers with our solutions
Empowered here to take independent action on behalf of customers

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Score Each
Candidate
Independently

The bottom line criteria for scoring candidate responses to your questions is, “Can
the person consistently perform the job-related behavior required to produce the
results needed in this position?”
A candidate’s responses for each core competency are scored on a five point
continuum ranging from very low or no proficiency, a 1 rating, to very high or
superstar proficiency, a 5 rating. Average proficiency, a 3 rating, is the midpoint.
This simple continuum is your anchor point for scoring each candidate’s responses.
Rate each competency on its own merits regardless of a candidate’s overwhelming
strength in any one competency. Candidate responses should be compared to the
job standard, not to the responses of other candidates.
Rate higher those accomplishments and behaviors that occurred in a work
environment comparable to ours, and for which the candidate can cite verifiable
numbers and examples or describe how he/she learned from an experience. If
our training for a position is weak, give more scoring weight than normal to prior
training and experience that might improve a candidate’s chances of quick success.
A Very Low or No Proficiency answer is one that reflects probable failure in performing the task competently. Rate low any responses that include few specifics or
that use the pronoun “we” when describing accomplishments in a way that seem
to suggest the candidate actually had very little to do with the accomplishment
personally.
If you have probed extensively for specific details and you still haven’t elicited any,
rate the candidate’s response Very Low or No Proficiency.
The Interview Guide includes either required role plays, submission of work
samples, or explanations of the candidate’s probable actions in critical incidents
common to the position. Take notes on both the candidate’s performance on the
suggested work sample and the candidate’s track record of achievements, but don’t
score these sections as separate factors. Instead, use them to further fine-tune your
scoring of the candidate’s competency on the seven core scoring categories.

9

10

9
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Position Title______________________________________________________
Date: ___________/___________/ ___________
Candidate’s Name__________________________________________________
Interviewer’s Name_________________________________________________

Complex Selling Role Interview Guide
KEY RESULTS EXPECTED
SMART Objectives:
1.

2.

3.

Required Behavior:
1. Analyze complex lending (investment) and other business solution requirements and eligibility.
2. Network for prospects and move prospects through a long multi-stage sales cycle.
3. Maintain relationships with multiple buying influencers over time.
TRACK RECORD OF COMPARABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
What are some of the accomplishments you’ve had in your recent work (or education) history that best demonstrate that
you can do the job we’re talking about? (Probe for numbers, circumstances, comparison to peers and how achievements
were accomplished)
Notes:

Preferred Responses: Superior results in circumstances similar to this position.

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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ACHIEVEMENT DRIVE (Intrinsic drive to set and accomplish challenging goals and to monitor his or her own progress)
m Q1.	Tell me about the one challenging accomplishment you’re most proud of. What, specifically, did you do to make that accomplishment possible?
m Q2.	What are some examples of how you’ve demonstrated your competitiveness in outperforming others in a sports or business
setting?
m Q3.	What’s the biggest goal you’ve set for yourself going forward, and how does what you’ll be doing in this job relate to your goal?
m Q4.	What are two or three goals or challenges you think you might set for yourself in this job? Why would these be important to
you?
m Q5.	What are some of the best examples you can give me of things you’ve done that demonstrate your drive and effort to become a
high achiever?
m Q6.	How do you typically track your progress and measure your success at work?

NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence of setting challenging goals, tracking progress, and competing against his or her own standards.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

EMPATHY (Demonstrates understanding of other’s viewpoints and displays visible concern for others)
m Q1.	Tell me about a time recently when your ability to think from another person’s viewpoint enabled you to influence someone
and really help him or her.
m Q2.	What example can you give me of a time at work when you were able to demonstrate a lot of empathy for someone’s situation
and still say no to their requests?
m Q3.	What’s the best example you can give me of how your ability to listen patiently to someone who was very different than you
enabled you to solve a problem or to make a sale?
m Q4.	When you’ve worked with other people in a business or social situation, what are some of the comments or key words that
you’ve listened for in deciding how they wanted to be treated?
m Q5.	What are some examples of you accomplishing something important by putting aside your own priorities to help someone in
need?
m Q6.	Give me a few examples in which you think your behavior in a business or social situation may have actually hurt your effectiveness.

NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence that he or she understands and cares about the viewpoints of other people and about the impact of
his or her behavior.

Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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SELF-CONTROL (Ability to control impulsive behavior and to delay short term gratification for long term goals)
m Q1.	
Tell me about a time when you were able to delay something you really wanted to do at work so you could stay on track to
meet a longer term goal.
m Q2.	When was the last time a customer or coworker’s behavior really made you angry? How did you respond?
m Q3.	Tell me about something you did in a very disciplined way that wasn’t fun in order to accomplish a goal.
m Q4.	Give me an example of how you demonstrated patience in pursuing a good prospect who wasn’t going to buy for six months
or longer? How specifically, did you follow-up?
m Q5.	In your past work experiences, how did you avoid distractions and demands on your time so you would do enough prospecting
to make your goals?
m Q6.	When was the last time you put your foot in your mouth at work by saying something you probably shouldn’t have said? What
happened, and how did you recover?

NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence of learning and taking action on his or her own without direction.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

PLANNING AND ANALYTICAL THINKING (Ability to analyze complex situations and to prepare effective game
plans)

m Q1.	What’s the best example you can give me from your recent work experience that you’re a strong analytical thinker?
m Q2.	Tell me what you know about our company based on your research.
m Q3.	From the standpoint of strategy, what changes in your selling strategy over recent months have had the greatest
impact on your sales?
m Q4.	Tell me about the best sale you ever made, and the specific planning you did that contributed to the sale.
m Q5.	Describe to me how you view the steps of your sales cycle and how your strategy changes from step to step.
m Q6. Tell me step by step how you determine the financial impact of one of your products on a customer’s earnings.
NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence that he or she can articulate specific sales strategies and methods for in-depth analysis.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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SOCIAL LEADERSHIP (Demonstrates the social confidence and assertiveness to lead business conversations)
m Q1.	Tell me how you typically guide customer conversations to the right issues for each person.
m Q2.	How do you normally go about establishing an advisor relationship with a customer?
m Q3.	Walk me through a recent situation at work in which you had to ask a lot of questions to really understand a customer’s point of view. What questions did you ask, and what did the answers tell you about what was important
to the other person?
m Q4.	Tell me about a time at work recently when you were able to confront a customer and tell the customer you could
not do something. What, specifically, did you say that seemed to work?
m Q5.	Asking questions to get the information you need in selling is important in this job. Can you explain how you do
this?
m Q6.	In you prior job, what seemed to work best for you in nudging a customer to act on your ideas?
NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence of confidence and assertiveness in guiding business conversations.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

ORGANIZATION SKILLS (Ability to set priorities and manage time well to get a lot of work done)
m Q1.	Take me through a typical day on your last job or at school, and how you organized your day to get the best
results.
m Q2.	Tell me about the system you’ve used in the past to organize your work.
m Q3.	If you were to get this job, how would you go about organizing your work to accomplish the objectives I said
were important in the job?
m Q4.	Give me some recent examples of how you get things done at work or school that best describe your organizational
skills.
m Q5.	Tell me about a time when you had to juggle multiple tasks and still meet challenging goals. How did you decide
what to do first?
m Q6.	Do you get much feedback that you’re organized and prepared in detail for what you do? Why is that?
NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence that he or she approaches work in a systematic way, sets priorities, and gets a lot done.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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JOB ROLE FIT (Competencies fit the unique technical, experience or motivational requirements of the job role )
m Q1.	Explain to me step by step your process for evaluating a prospect’s financial capacity. What’s different about
your process?
m Q2.	Give me an example of a major sale you made recently and your game plan for getting the business.
m Q3.	What was your biggest mistake in evaluating a company’s financial capacity? What did you learn from that
experience that you could apply to this job?
m Q4.	What type of prospects have you had the best success with? Why?
m Q5.	What specific technical or market expertise would you bring to this job that would assure us of quality deals?
m Q6.	What’s the best sale you ever made? What, specifically, did you do to make that happen?
NOTES:

Preferred Responses: Evidence that he or she can game plan complex sales and analyze financial capacity.
Compared to our job standard, this candidate’s responses demonstrated:
1

2

3

4

5

Very Low or
No Proficiency

Below Average
Proficiency

Average
Proficiency

Above Average
Proficiency

Very High or
Superstar Proficiency

WORK SAMPLES FOR JOB ROLE CRITICAL INCIDENTS
m Q1.	Take me step by step through how you would analyze a prospect to qualify the prospect and to build your sales
game plan.
m Q2.	Give me a quick prospecting plan you would use if your time was temporarily consumed with servicing on several
large accounts.
m Q3.	Walk me step by step through the sales cycle, including any differences in strategy you would use at different
milestone points in your sales cycle.
NOTES:

END
(Ask candidate if he or she has any questions you can answer about the position.)

©Copyright Schneider Sales Management, Inc. 2015-2016
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Candidate Evaluation
Complex Selling Role
Position:_____________________________ Name of Candidate:________________________________________
Department:___________________________ Name of Interviewer:______________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS: 5 - 10 minutes after completing your interview with this candidate, please review your interview notes
and complete this evaluation of the candidate’s competencies and overall fit for this position. Rate the
candidate on a scale of 1 - 5 for each competency using the scoring definitions on the interview guide;
total the candidate’s score across competencies; and record the candidate’s individual competency
scores, total score and any potential fatal flaws, unique strengths and/or development needs below.
Later, record the adjusted interview scores, the candidate’s total overall score and the panel’s hiring
recommendation based on your panel discussion with other interviewers.

Interview Panel Adjusted Scores

YOUR INTERVIEW SCORES
Achievement Drive

Competency
Category

Empathy

Achievement Drive

Self-Control

Empathy

Planning and Analytical
Thinking

Self-Control

Social Leadership

Planning and
Analytical Thinking

Organizational Skills

Social Leadership

Job Role Fit

Organizational Skills
Total

Interview
1

Interview
2

Interview
3

Average
Score

Job Role Fit
Total

FATAL FLAWS/UNIQUE STRENGTHS
Describe any gaps in job-related competencies that you believe would prevent this candidate from succeeding in this
job role and/or unique job-related strengths that might substantially enhance this candidate’s probability of success.

DEVELOPMENT NEEDS
Describe any specific training or coaching needs that may be required for this candidate to succeed if hired.

INTERVIEW PANEL RECOMMENDATION (Check one)
m Recommend for hire
m Do NOT recommend for hire
m Recommend for further consideration for a different job role (Specify) ________________________________________
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